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Section 4

Tap into the vital union between your 

inner feminine and inner masculine and 

uncover the critical ways they need to 

create together to get your financial 

potential fully flowing.

When women bring money into their lives 

from the masculine axis only they are 

driven by the masculine model of thinking 

of something and doing it. This tends to 

burn them out quickly. 

Instead, as a woman you need to come to 

the process of creating financial flow from a 

connection to your body and feelings. From 

a clear place of connection to the source of 

money from within you, hold the feeling of 

success in the body, then take directed 

focused action.

Sourced essence intersection between...

Embodiment & Feeling 

+

Thinking & Action

=

CREATION

Said another way...Combine...

Your Essence Connection to Source

+

Earth Step-by-Step with Water Clear 

Magnetization 

+

Air Direction & Vibration with 

Fire Action & Energy

=

Creation

“We humans have had a love/hate 

relationship with money that is deeply 

embedded in our psyches. We want money 

for what it can buy, but at the same time, 

we think money is bad, dirty, filthy lucre. 

The fear that there is not enough money 

comes from our separation from the sacred 

aspect of money. In the divine realm, there 

is abundance for all. But over the centuries, 

we have created a world of duality, where 

the material world and the spiritual world 

have become separated. 

When we change the energy around 

money from fear to love, we bridge the gap 

between the material and the spiritual 

world and make it possible for the unlimited 

abundance of the Divine to flow freely into 

our own lives and throughout the world.” 

Barbara Wilder, Money is Love

What stands in the way?

Power Struggles with Your 

Inner Masculine Which Gets 

Reflected in the Outer World

Move step-by-step from 

creation power struggles with 

the masculine (inside and out) 

to collaboration and 

cooperation.
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Step 1

• Release the old power struggle story

• Fire: Power Struggle with Masculine 

-- very old fight story

• Any old issues about being seen as 

a woman with financial power. 

• Fear of it being taken from you?

• Honoring your feminine ancestors. 

• Journaling.

• Deserve-ability?

• Will it disempower someone else?

• Do you lose power from fear and 

doubt about what other people will 

think of you?

• In Business?

Call Back 

Your

Feminine  

Financial 

Power

Step 2

• See the relationship with the 

outer masculine around money 

as a mirror for your inner 

masculine feminine 

relationship. 

• How does it show up right 

now? 

• What needs to happen to help 

them cooperate and create 

together?

Step 3

• Expand your thinking from 

EITHER/OR to how can we 

include BOTH/AND. 

• Remember creation is an 

interaction between 4 

completely different energies 

(Earth, Water, Air, and Fire) 

with Spirit flowing throughout. 

• Open up to a third way besides 

one or the other...what creation 

idea is big enough for all of it?

Step 4

• Be willing and open to allow 

creative solutions to emerge. 

And be willing to stay with the 

process until they do.

• Insights...
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YOU!

Your Feelings About Money

Your Financial Beliefs

Your Financial Tending Systems 

Your Actions With Money

Stand in Your Feminine 

Power and Consciously 

Co-Create with the 

Masculine

In what ways do you need 

to further stand in your 

feminine power to 

consciously co-create 

with the masculine?

Intersection

• Co-Creation

• Collaboration

• Actions Directed from 

inner awareness

ALL REALMS NEEDED

Your Essence Connection to Source

+

Earth Step-by-Step with Water Clear 

Magnetization 

+

Air Direction & Vibration with Fire Action & 

Energy

=

Creation

“We have dreamed it: therefore it is. I have 

become convinced that everything

we think and feel is merely perception: that 

our lives—individually as well as 

communally—are molded around such 

perception: and that if we want to change, 

we must alter our perception. When we 

give our energy to a different dream, the 

world is transformed. To create a new 

world, we must first 

create a new dream.”

John Perkins, The World Is As You Dream 

It

Interaction Between Water & Fire
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Utilize the ancient 

feminine art of 

magnetization to 

draw more financial 

abundance to you.

• Remember “Water puts 

out Fire”

• On-going feeling of 

emotional expansion is 

CRITICAL! For women 

this is one of the MOST 

IMPORTANT 

components. The Water 

emotional aspect is what 

is happening below the 

surface. 

• Be on the lookout for collapsing into “I can’t do it”. 

• Remember staying in “overwhelm” is a choice. 

• Plug your emotional money leaks...chaos, confusion, 

overwhelm, inability to make decisions... and allow your 

emotional confidence to support you -- like floating in a lake. 

• Emotional Money Leaks: Are you trying to rescue others 

financially?

• Where do you need better money boundaries?

• Do you have a fear of 

rejection if you have 

more than others?

• Do you charge what 

your worth?

• Do You Set Clear 

Financial Boundaries?

“3 Keys to Extraordinary Confidence

1. Know your supply. Everything flows 

from Source/Spirit.

2. Think, Speak, and Act only wonderfully 

about yourself all the time. 

Never refer to yourself in a derogatory 

way. 

3. Surround yourself only with people and 

influences that support your 

purpose and your dreams, as well as 

respect how special you are.” 

David Neagle

• Make sure your emotions are working for you and not against 

you...for you!

• Self-love increases your self-worth and ultimately your net-

worth. Liberally apply self-love and refuse to allow your net-

worth to determine your self-worth.

• Love is a powerful magnetic soul quality. 
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Inner Water Holds

~Self Esteem

~Lineage Family Patterns 

~Past Suppression Issues

• Deservability: Do you feel you deserve more abundance and 

wealth?

• In what ways can you turn up your self-love and deservability?

Activate Your Money 

Magnetic Quality

Loving Money & 

Attracting It 

YOU!

Your Feelings About Money

Your Financial Beliefs

Your Financial Tending Systems 

Your Actions With Money

Next Section 5


